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Welcome to
the Cloud
Say goodbye to complicated legacy PBX
systems and hello to cutting-edge technology
with our infoCloud Phone System. Your team’s
communication and collaboration will become
more productive, effective and efficient
as a result.
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Connect
virtually
anywhere
Working remote is more important than ever,
and that’s exactly what our infoCloud Phone
System lets your team accomplish. We give
you options to rethink how you communicate.
You can decide if you want a physical desk
phone, or just our web and mobile apps.
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Online Video
Meetings
infoCloud Video gives you online meetings with a
high quality audio and video experience. Reduce
travel expenses but feel like you are face-to-face
with your meetings, share your screen and so
much more.
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SNAP Mobile
on the go
SNAPmobile is an iOS and Android application that will allow
you to use your infoStructure service anytime, anywhere, from
any smartphone device.
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Corporate Office

Home Office

Mobile Employees

Branch Office

Connect all
your locations
Not ready to replace your phone system PBX - no problem!
Whether your PBX takes direct SIP, PRI or good old analog
POTS lines, our infoCloud SIP solution has you covered!
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infoCloud
Phone System
vs
SIP Trunking

What’s the
difference?

Hosted PBX
Your router / network consists of only IP desk
phones which connect to the internet and out to
the infoStructure Cloud.

Hosted PBX connects to the cloud, so there is no
physical connection beyond your internet.

On-premise PBX + SIP Trunking
The physical hardware beyond your internet connection
and your router / network consists of an on-premise PBX
located at your business. Each desk phone connects to
the PBX with wiring in your building.
SIP trunking can be directly connected into your PBX, or
if your PBX requires analog lines or a PRI / T1 circuit, we
can convert the SIP at your location so your on-premise
PBX is happy.

Monthly pricing is based on either per call session,
per user, or per minute depending on your
business needs.

Monthly pricing is based on either per call session or
per minute depending on your business needs.

Ability to eliminate the need for a physical desk phone,
rather use the web portal or mobile app.

Requires a physical desk phone for each user to connect
back to the PBX at your buisness.

Easy mobility to work from anywhere with an
internet connection using the web portal or
mobile app.

Working remotely is more challenging than hosted PBX,
however it can be done with planning and setup.

Easy feature and call flow control from an online
admin portal.

Limited call control can be done from an online
admin portal.

Little or no maintenance since the “brains” of your
PBX are hosted with infoStructure.

Maintenance to the PBX is done from a qualified vendor.

icensed Carrier, Microsoft is NOT. Microsoft
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For more information
or to receive a quote,
please reach
out today.

800.419.4804
sales@infoStructure.biz
infoStructure.biz

